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About This Game

The Continent of the Ninth Seal (C9) is an action MORPG. Players take part in the game as heroes of Glenheim to stand against
Nefer, an evil villain trying to open a gate to the Netherworld and swarm the land with his infernal legion. C9 showcases quality

visuals, strategic combat, and a gripping story. Choose a character that best represents how you want to experience the game.
The four base classes -- Fighter, Hunter, Shaman, and Witchblade -- can each upgrade into multiple advanced classes, all of

which are unique in their skills, visuals, and play styles. The console-like controls, various skill combos, and RPG-based
elements, make C9 a satisfying choice for all fans of action games.

Key Features:

Unrivaled Action RPG

The Continent of the Ninth Seal is a wholly unique action MORPG experience. With its non-targeting combat, you no
longer have to suffer with “locking on” to a single enemy! C9 gives you the freedom to lay waste to any enemy foolish
enough to get in range of your sweeping weapons. This unique system has earned C9 five awards, including Grand Game
Award Korea in 2009.

Various Skill Combos

Enjoy the complete freedom of combining skills and commands with cancellations and evasions to create an almost
unlimited number of combos. Chain your attacks together and see just how much damage you can do in a single frenzy
of attacks! Hack through every enemy that gets in your way!
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Precise Controls

C9 features precise, customizable controls using either a mouse and keyboard or a gamepad. Unlike other RPGs, the
way you control your character determines whether or not you survive! No more pushing the same four buttons over and
over in a tedious rotation. Your hands will never be at rest during combat. With enough skill and practice, you can learn
how to juggle and control your enemies with such precision they never have the chance to fight back!

PvP

Player versus player is a core element of C9. Players can use the combos they have perfected in various PvP modes. Use
your skills with just the right timing, and chain your combos together perfectly to secure your victory!

Ultimate Fury Skills

Ultimate Fury Skills are the most powerful skills a player can learn. These skills boast supreme damage with very
impressive visual effects. Each advanced class has its own, unique ultimate fury skill.

Diverse Content

C9 allows you to enhance items, build guild housing, craft items, and remodel equipment; very popular features to
players of online RPGs. The game also features a unique Legend system to display your in-game achievements to other
players and express the personality of your character.
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Title: Continent of the Ninth Seal
Genre: Action, Free to Play, Massively Multiplayer, RPG
Developer:
Cloud 9 Studio
Publisher:
Webzen
Release Date: 13 Sep, 2012

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS:Windows XP

Processor:AMD Athlon XP 2400+, Intel Single Core 2.4GHz

Memory:512MB RAM

Graphics:ATI Radeon 9800, Geforce 6600 Series

DirectX®:9.0c

Hard Drive:4 GB HD space

English,French,German,Polish,Portuguese,Turkish
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i bought this dlc and didnt get 2500$ it gave me 1500$ still a great buy im just unhappy about not getting every thing.
. Cloning Clyde is an enjoyable puzzle action platformer with native controller support. The puzzles themselves vary in
difficulty and all revolve around your ability to clone yourself and use your clones to manipulate certain puzzles on the
gamefield. My only minor gripe about the game is the fairly low resolution graphics which on a widescreen monitor when
stretched to fullscreen result in a lot of jagged edges on the screen. The music is sparse and limited to flourishes and the intro
screen, but I would still recommend this game to puzzle lovers who want a little bit of arcade action. Platform arcade enthusiasts
though may find the actual twitch aspect of the game lacking, and the enemies are really only their to delay the completing of
the puzzles rather than representing a serious threat. All in all it's a competent game though, and worth recommending to most
Steam gamers.. Can't even play the game without it crashing. On MW after getting in a game of TD, the frames and lag were so
bad that I was teleporting even when standing still and the mouse has a major delay. So if you try to move the mouse a lot it will
only move a little on your screen then it will catch up and you will have done a 180. Tried changing my video settings and made
sure my graphics card was updated and closed every program that was running besides the game and steam but didn't make a
difference.. had high hopes but dev went off to work on a new game, updates in this one have come to a halt since spt\/18. was a
really good concept, but not done very well. The controls are either too touchy or not touchy enough, the physics almost seem a
little broken, the character doesn't move the way you try to control.... Overall, I just wouldn't recommend it.. After playing this
game for a short period of time i can say that its crap. This game seems to be nothing but another rip off of other bullet hell type
games and its a poor ripoff at that. However it is in Early Acess so i will forgive it for its unoriginality. I will say that with some
actual work this game has some potential however the art sprites etc. seem to have been slapped together in about 5 minutes in
total using \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing ms paint and the game generally seems really janky and buggy. Again with some
actual proper work done this could be something good however as it is now....

2\/10 - Steaming pile o\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. Funny old-school Point&Click Adventure with lots of
sleazy humor spiced up with some great british english slang. Each of the 3 eps lasts for about 3hrs, depending on how fast one
can solve the puzzles and there were some I figured out by old-school trial and error way. Nonetheless, there is definetely some
fun to be had here :). The game has just been banned in my house for glorifying dogfighting, (I don't share the opinion, my
mom is one of those moral guardians) so I figure that now is a good time to give my overall thoughts.

First, I'd like to address the issues. For one, this game is rather unpolished, most notably in the Retro stages where I encountered
glitches with both myself and enemy dragons. In one instance I got stuck in a platform and needed to reset, another time my
sprite duplicated. As for the enemies, they suddenly teleported to different areas and their flight patterns were in broken loops.
But these issues seemed to be exclusive to Retro mode because thats the mode I played the most, and I didn't find any bad
glitches in the other modes.
Visually, the game could use a touch up as well. I like the attempt at making it look like an older, pixelly game, but the scenery
is rather bland, as well as the dragon models.
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As for the gameplay, it was reassuringly responsive, and the enemy hitboxes are clear. It's got a good blend of difficulty, which,
obviously, is a must in video games.

Overall, despite the setbacks, I enjoyed this game. Nothing spectactular but it did hold my attention as a time-passer. I'll give it a
3.5\/5, and I hope it improves steadily in the future.. While the software itself and its assets are great, there is a huge problem
with the license of its contents.

I purchased this software because it said we could use its results for our 2D games. Unfortunately, and to my knowledge it is still
unclear to non-users willing to purchase, the software as of now only authorizes usage of its contents for "RPG Maker".

What does that mean?
It means that you won't be able to use Character Hub production for your 2D Games, not in any way.

At least if you are not a pixel art designer. And if you are a pixel art designer, I wonder what use could be Character Hub to you
as you would combine your tiles and sprites on Photoshop for about the same results.

The game descriptiom says that "the elements found in the program should work with other 2D game engines as well." As of
now it adds that "RPG Maker assets are for RPG Maker use only". But even some months after, the software only contains
assets from RPG Maker! This means that you cannot use it in any game of yours, unless you make a RPG-Maker-RPG. I've
googled for other 2D resources for Character Hub to no avail. If you know any legal resource library that we may use for our
own games (and not something restrictive like RPG Maker), please tell!

The software should be renamed as "Character Hub for RPG Maker" ; as of now, although a very nicely made software, it ends
almost as a scam for programmers willing to use it for their own games. It's very unfortunate as I am sure Character Hub
programmer, an indie, has worked on this software, but it needs clarification and efforts to get some license-free resources.

. This is with no doubt the best community weapon pack of all 3 of them.
I highly reccomend buying this when it's on sale.
If you are doubting wether or not to buy this, here is a description of what every gun in this pack does:

This DLC contains 4 weapons;

Single piston long Musket - In my opinion, the best and most fun weapon to use in whole Killing Floor. It has 10 shots per mag
which there are 7 of, it works just like the Lever Action but with more damage, a scope and it reloads all the shots at once
instead of 1 at a time. If you enjoy sharpshooter, you will fall in love with this Musket.

Dr. T's lead delivery System - Oh boy is this weapon fun to use, it's silent and does a great amount of damage.
It has 40 bullets per mag, which goes up to 7.
It's pretty much the same as the thompson but then with increased damage, and it's look way cooler.
This weapon is GREAT for a secondary as medic and sharpshooter, it deals a lot of damage in a short amount of time and it's
not heavy to carry (Just 5 blocks).

Orca Bomb Propeller - Bouncy explosives balls shooting out of a golden orca grenade launcher, do I need to say more?
This one is probably the favourite of many expert demolitions players (Which I'm not one of :p), you can do a lot of fun stuff
with bouncy explosives. A lot. It has a total of 25 shots, slow reload time but does a great amount of areal splash damage.

Multi-Chambered Zed Thrower - Honestly I haven't tried this one out so much, but from what I've seen you can knock enemies
back by using the special fire key, it has 10 shots per mag, up to 4 mags, has a lower spread which makes it for effective for
long range and thus means more damage if used correctly in normal\/close range.
You'll need to get used to this weapon though, thats for sure.
But the whole idea behind it sounds awesome.
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TLDR;

Community Weapon Pack 2, in my opinion the best one, you should buy it when it's on sale.
If you want information about a weapon in this pack, please read the description above about that certain weapon.
I hope this helped deciding for you wether to buy this or not. Cua!
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bloody awful. Really tacky of Capcom to ask money for these slots> Fortunately most of them are entirely superfluous>

TLDR_ Only the Parts Storage is truly useful but only buy them as and when you require them, it is possible you can make do
without any of these>

If you KNOW you want them then by all means go for it> Otherwise here is my review of the three different types you can
buy> I bought the first upgrade of each type out of curiosity and here are my conclusions after about fourty hours of RAID
mode>

_ Parts Storage _ At least the first slot is worth getting if you like to buy all parts you can afford from the store> Buy more if
you find you need them> I like to stockpile parts so I can upgrade them as early as possible> Parts are randomised in the store
each time you load the vestibule> Either by reloading RAID mode, or by clearing a mission> Since reloading RAID mode is a
ballache method of farming parts you require I just buy most parts from the store as I want or can afford after each mission>
Having the extra slots ACTUALLY HAS VALUE UNLIKE BUYING EITHER OF THE TWO OTHER TYPES AS I WILL
EXPLAIN WHY BELOW>>>

_ Weapon Storage _ Only worth it if you like to have different variants of the exact same weapon because if you are happy with
one of each VARIANT of each type {one of every individual weapon} you dont need to upgrade this at all>

_ Record Storage _ Not sure why you would need this as long as you can be bothered to either evaluate or sell records after
every few missions > Dont bother buying this under any circumstances _ unless you absolutely know you want it>

This review is written with wierd symbols because I thought saving seventy pounds on a mechanical keyboard by buying a Razer
Tournament Edition rather than something professional with competent drivers like a Filco was a good idea so I have to do
without normal punctuation or numbers while typing within the steam client and sometimes on websites like Reddit. DO NOT
EVER BUY A RAZER KEYBOARD.. Sleeping Dogs: Martial Arts Pack is DLC for Sleeping Dogs which provides a new
outfit, mission, and prop for your apartment. The outfit is like most other special costumes - minor buff, interesting look, the
mission is just a "fight endless waves" repeatable mission, and the prop is something in your apartment which allows you to get a
temporary damage increase modifier.

For someone who wants to collect everything, wait for it on sale, but for most people, you won't find much value in this DLC..
Absoultely no recommendation. Mainly due to the horrible NVidia flickering bug and the overall lack of support.
I would want to like this game but the devs dont care about fixing their sh*t.
It's amazing how often this ends up on sale lately, they should just update the store page informing that this game wont work
properly with Nvidia cards.

Seriously STEAM you've gotten sort of horrible when it comes to communicating both with your customers and the Devs that
are allowed to release these unpolished products.
Its a shame!. Game didn't work for me, couldn't get around a defective anti-cheat system that wouldn't allow the game to boot...
Lots of stuff online but none of them worked for me. Unbelievable that after a couple of years they still haven't patched this....
Really having fun with this game. Love the retro style, bonus points for making the hero an adorable cat with a hat ;)
There's a different boss battle for each level (for which the revive-option does help sometimes if you mess up :P ). This is an
awesome game. It has beautiful graphics, and some awesome vehicles. But, it hasn't been updated in like half a year. I think that
if the developers would start adding more it would be a hit, but there is no real story and once you finish all the races (A real
chalenge), there's not much to do. I liked it, but it needs more gameplay for me to really love it. In reality, this is kinda a half
and half thing, but I can't do that, so I have to give this a thumbs down.. game literraly have bug when in fullscreen mode.if i
want to overwrite save and exit the game i have to make it to window mode in order to exit.
\u6545\u4e8b\u9084\u4e0d\u932f\uff0c\u4f46\u904a\u6232\u6709bug\u3002\u6211\u4e0d\u80fd
overwrite\u6211\u7684save\u5982\u679c\u6211\u7528Fullscreen
mode.\u9023\u9000\u51fa\u904a\u6232\u548c\u5b58\u7576\u90fd\u8981window mode
\u624d\u53ef\u898b\u6548\u3002\u8acb\u4fee\u6539\u4f60\u7684\u904a\u6232\u8edf\u5065.
\u4fee\u6539\u5f8c\u6211\u5728\u5beb\u500b\u597d\u8a55\u3002\u4f46\u73fe\u5728\u6211\u53ea\u80fd\u7d66\u500bThu
mb down\u4e86\u3002. Pretty fun game.
https:\/\/youtu.be\/ikJnKkqfQAs
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